
WHEN RIGHT IS WRONG
Giving Up My Need to be Right | Giving Up (Part 3)

Texts: Matthew 5:17-20; 6:22-23

Fighting for What’s Right

We are thinking this Lenten season about the deeper conditions of our lives that 
we could be GIVING UP to God, so that that his life might flow more fully 
through us. So far, we’ve talked about giving up our zeal for CONTROL, and our 
lifestyle of HURRY. Today, I want to think with you today about why we might 
want to give up our NEED to be RIGHT. How many of you, like me, ENJOYS 
being RIGHT? It’s NICE to be RIGHT, isn’t it – to be gifted with the capacity to 
tell what’s wise and proper and true? Here’s a question for family members or 
couples sitting together: Which of you is USUALLY RIGHT (or thinks so)? Fear 
not; our counseling staff is standing by! 

Long ago, Jesus had some thoughts to share with a group of people who had 
this orientation and his interaction with them has something to teach you and 
me. I’m talking about the group of people known as “the Pharisees and the 
Teachers of the Law.” “PTL’s” for short. History tends to put Darth Vader 
masks on these people but, truthfully, the PTL’s were not all bad. They were 
simply a group of people determined to be right with God and confident that 
they knew what that looked like. It meant strict obedience to the Mosaic Law. To 
live out the Ten Commandments in the strictest terms, the PTL’s had come up 
with literally hundreds of regulations and rituals – certain ways of speaking and 
acting -- which marked you as a “righteous” person on the one hand or else as a 
“sinner” (Greek: “hamartolos”) -- literally, “someone who’s missed the target.” 

Somehow Missing the Way, the Truth, and the Life

But here’s where things get puzzling, even mysterious. The PTL’s were, arguably, 
the most educated, accomplished, and devout people in their society. They had, 
reputedly, spent their lives trying to align themselves with the Way, the Truth, 
and the Life of God. Yet when GOD HIMSELF came to meet them in the flesh, 
inviting them to let him enlarge their understanding, they can’t take any of it in. 
They reject and condemn him. 

It would be like the local Blackhawk’s Booster Club being visited by Patrick Kane 
and they decide to berate and beat him for his unconventional style of play. It 
would be as if a community theater decided to put on their own version of the 
VOICE and Beyonce’ made a surprise appearance. But all the judges vote not 
only to disqualify her but plot to kill her because she offended THEIR standard of 
music. It would be like that -- only even bigger. 

How does this happen? How do reasonably intelligent, capable people get so 



stuck in their sense of RIGHTNESS that they can’t see a better Way, admit a 
greater Truth, find a larger Life – even when it is there in front of them? How is it 
that people in families and workplaces and politics get so rigid in their orientation 
that they allow their relationship with one another and all they could have 
discovered and accomplished together to end in divorce, deadlock, demonizing or 
disaster? Think of all the places that happens today. How do even bright, well-
meaning people become so blind?

How Do We Become So Blind?

Psychologists offer one answer to that question. They call it: CONFIRMATION 
BIAS or “Motivated Reasoning.” Massive reams of research demonstrate that, 
when forming their convictions, most human beings rarely pore over a list of 
arguments about a particular subject and then choose what to believe based on 
careful reasoning. On the contrary, most of us choose what to believe first and 
then look for reasons to explain why we believe it. “We push threatening 
information away; we pull friendly information close.” The marvelous brainpower 
God has given us is deployed toward defending what we already believe, not 
toward developing a larger picture of reality or the creative tensions inherent in 
all of life.

As Pulitzer-prize winning author, Elizabeth Kolbert explains, what’s even more 
interesting is that human beings are “randomly credulous.” In other words, when 
presented with somebody else’s argument on a specific subject, we are generally 
good at spotting their logical gaps. But we almost invariably blind about are our 
own. It’s as if we don’t really WANT to know if OUR answers or perspectives are 
incomplete. We just want to feel RIGHT. And we do. Neurological studies 
demonstrate that when asserting our rightness, we spark a surge of the neuro-
transmitter, dopamine (a pleasure drug), to our brain. It literally feels good to be 
right.

A second reason why we can become a bit like the Pharisees and teachers of the 
law is because of the ILLUSION OF DEEP UNDERSTANDING or expertise.  How 
many times have you heard someone express a definitive opinion about 
something? They say: “Oh, that’s just the way she IS” – the implication being 
that I’ve followed her around with a camera for years and studied her action and 
motivations in minute detail. Or someone will say, “Who but idiots would be for 
that policy?” – as if there could be no credible rationale for coming to a different 
conclusion than I have.

A man in my small group wondered this past week: “If we are truly interested in 
truth, why do we let the conversation stop there? What might happen if we 
didn’t?”  So, suppose you’re at school or the cocktail party or the church coffee 
hour and somebody makes a definitive statement of judgment and you decide to 
do what few people ever do: You ask a follow-up question: “Thanks for sharing 
that opinion. Tell me more about WHY you believe that? What are you basing 



that conviction on?” In the rare instance that someone doesn’t then shift the 
conversation to sports, maybe the person cites an experience they had or a 
book, article or TV show that confirmed their belief. What if you were to go a 
step further: “So tell me, what seemed especially helpful about that resource? 
What data did that authority base their conclusions on? Did you consider any 
equally thoughtful alternative positions on that topic?”

Why don’t we pursue this line of exploration more often? Here’s my theory: We 
don’t want to embarrass other people. Most of us sense that a lot of the opinions 
and orientations many of us bring to life are not deeply considered ones. They 
are the product of a certain experience or influential voices or often some catchy 
soundbite, not the result of exhaustive research. We know that if people pressed 
us too hard to explain some of our opinions, we’d fold. So – unless we are 
journalists – we seldom press other people. 

In a study done at Yale a few years ago, graduate students were asked to rate 
their understanding of how everyday devices like toilets and zippers and cylinder 
locks worked. Most of the students rated themselves pretty highly. When asked 
to write detailed explanations of how these everyday devices operated, however, 
they couldn’t do it. Imagine how these bright people fared when trying to explain 
our healthcare system, or the pro’s and con’s of certain immigration policies, or 
the possible range of reasons for why their spouse was so upset in that recent 
interaction. Given the effect of Confirmation Bias and the Illusion of Deep 
Understanding, do you see why the Pharisees and Teachers of the Law might 
have had a hard time embracing Jesus? 

Which brings me to a third reason that people like the PTL’s and others of us can 
be blind to what is RIGHT about the way other people may view and do life. It 
has to do with the power of PEER REINFORCEMENT. Let’s be honest, the world 
today is a tumultuous place. We’re tested and assaulted on all sides. It’s only 
natural for us to seek a tight tribe to companion us through life. We don’t want 
to challenge or offend these people. And so we remain silent when they say 
things that, in the interest of Truth, maybe we should question. One of the 
Pharisees, a man named Nicodemus, had sincere misgivings about the PTL’s 
assessment of Jesus; but there is little evidence that he ever challenged his 
tribe’s treatment of him. Are we stuck in group-think anywhere? Do you or I so 
depend on our companions that we need them to be RIGHT, even when they 
may not be? 

As we wrap up today, let me touch on one last factor that plays a role in our 
needing to hold onto our version of what is RIGHT, even when what is truly right 
might require a larger frame. I wonder if a major part of our problem in 
navigating life wisely simply boils down to the ancient and deadly sin of PRIDE. 

A few years ago, a massive study was conducted in which participants were 
asked to reason their way through a set of problems and explain their responses. 



In step two, they were given a chance to reflect about the responses they 
initially made and modify them if they identified any mistakes. Fewer than 15% 
of the subjects, changed their minds in step two. In step three, participants were 
shown one of the same problems, along with the answer of another participant, 
who’d come to a different conclusion. They were asked to critique the response. 
What the researchers did not tell them was that a trick had been played. The 
answers presented to them as someone else’s were a slight restatement of their 
own. Believing the answer to be someone else’s, nearly 60% of the subjects now 
rejected the responses with which they’d earlier been so satisfied.

What does that say to you about the human condition? What does that tell you 
about my and your incessant NEED to be RIGHT – to be the ones with the 
superior point of view, the informed perspective, the unquestioned wisdom? If 
the Pharisees and Teachers of the Law could reject and crucify Jesus – the God 
who was with them -- then how vulnerable are you and I to missing the lesser 
good we meet in mere mortals? 

Jesus said: “Your eye is a lamp that provides light for your body. When 
your eye is good, your whole body is filled with light. But when your 
eye is bad, your whole body is filled with darkness. And if the light you 
think you have is actually darkness, how deep that darkness is!” (Mat 
6:22, 23) Pride wrecks our capacity to see clearly and leaves us too often 
walking in darkness. Pride allows us to leave the log in our own eye while 
pointing out the speck in others’.

Pursuing Righteousness

In his Sermon on the Mount, Jesus says: “Unless your righteousness 
surpasses that of the Pharisees and the teachers of the law, you will 
certainly not enter the kingdom of heaven” (Mat 5:20).  It’s easy to read 
these words and think that Jesus is trying to outline there an even stricter form 
of religiosity. But the major intention of Jesus in this teaching isn’t to drive us 
toward a greater perfectionism. It is to shatter the belief of the PTL’s that any of 
us are fully RIGHT, even by the standard of the Mosaic Law. OK, so you aren’t 
literally murdering anyone or committing adultery. You think of yourself as a 
pretty loving person. Tell me, says Jesus, how are you doing with anger, lust, 
forgiving your enemies, drawing attention to your goodness, judging others?  
None of us are even close to completely RIGHT. 

But here’s the good news. You don’t have to be RIGHT all the time. Don’t get me 
wrong: Obedience to the law is a wonderful virtue. We ought to seek to act to 
please God in every way the scriptures commend. But Jesus was a friend of 
SINNERS. Our salvation doesn’t ultimately depend on being right but being 
redeemed. And the more you are redeemed – the more your view of yourself 
and others is shaped not by your perfection but by the amazing grace God has 
extended to you in Christ – the more you will aim not so much to be right as to 



be righteous. 

What’s the difference you may wonder? Rightness is aimed at securing, 
justifying, advancing myself, often OVER others. Righteousness, however, is all 
about seeking the common good, even if that means surrendering myself to 
others. Think about this. Jesus was the only human being who was truly RIGHT 
in all that he thought, said, and did (1 Cor 13:5). Yet he laid down his position 
and prerogatives to build relationships with others and advance their welfare. 
What would it look like for you and me to GIVE UP the need to be RIGHT and to 
pursue a righteousness greater than the Pharisees and the teachers of the law? 
Let me leave you with a few practical steps.

First, let’s think about the fact that you and I are not close to right in the divine 
sense and be grateful that God has not slammed or rejected us. When that seeps 
in, it is going to change how we behave toward the other sinners and WRONG-
doers in our life. Secondly, let’s be humble enough to confess that we do 
sometimes let our biases or shallow knowledge, our perfectionism, peer group, 
or pride keep us from discovering more than we knew. And, finally, the next time 
we find ourselves on the verge of mortal combat with somebody that is so plainly 
WRONG, let’s be curious more about how others came to the feelings and 
convictions they have, rather than just clenching or pounding ours. 

Why do this? Because in listening and learning we may grow and connect in 
ways we hadn’t conceived. And what if that wrong-headed person we’re inclined 
to crucify is actually the one God sent to lead us into a greater Way, a deeper 
Truth, and a more abundant Life?

Let’s pray together….

God of truth and grace, as we move into these days ahead, help us seek to be 
more righteous than right. In the name of Jesus, we pray. Amen.
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